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Marport Appoints New Distributor in the United Kingdom
Furuno UK to Expand Product Line by Offering Marport Products
to Commercial Fisheries

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Reykjavik, Iceland Wednesday, 08 April 2015

Effective immediately, Marport has appointed Furuno UK its exclusive distributor for
the UK. A long term agreement between Marport and Furuno UK was signed.
Marport’s product portfolio compliments and completes the already extensive product
line Furuno offers for both both demersal and pelagic trawlers. Consequently, Furuno UK will
now be able to offer a more complete package to their professional customers in the
commercial fishing industry. Most importantly, Furuno UK will provide service and support
for Marport products.
“Furuno UK is a strong partner with an experienced sales and service staff. With
Furuno’s commitment to Marport’s products, it will enable us to increase our market share in
UK to the level we have in other parts of the world” said Óskar Axelsson, Executive Vice
President of Marport.
Furuno UK will cooperate closely with Marport Iceland during the transition phase.
All existing service and support cases will receive direct attention from the experienced
Marport technical team in Iceland. Current Marport customers can direct their enquiries
directly to Marport Iceland for their immediate attention.
###

About Marport
Marport engages in the design, development, and marketing of Software Defined Sonar, a
software-orientated sonar architecture and a uniquely versatile acoustic transceiver platform
for various underwater sensing and communication applications.
Marport was founded in 1997 to develop acoustic monitoring systems for the deep sea
commercial fishing fleet and has been a leading innovator in sensor solutions in that sector
ever since. Marport is a subsidiary of the Airmar Technology Corporation.
www.marport.com

About Airmar
AIRMAR Technology Corporation is a world leader in the design and manufacture of
ultrasonic sensor technology for marine and industrial applications. The Company's product
line includes advanced ultrasonic transducers, flow sensors, WeatherStation® instruments,
and electronic compasses used for a wide variety of applications including fishing, navigation,
meteorology, survey, level measurement, process control, and proximity sensing. Established
in 1982, AIRMAR’s headquarters are located in Milford, New Hampshire, with distribution
offices in Lake City, South Carolina; and Saint Malo, France.
www.airmar.com.
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